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Pnr;pose of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to assemble tn a c~ct f~
all desirable infonnation on t he subject of' wood poles as used for
Overhead su;pports in the electrical distribution Indust17. This thesis
1s in reality a handbook of facts as gathered by actr1al experience ald
by a rather thorough research into the sa.bject.
INTRODUCTION INTO THE PROBLEIl.
The Use of Wood Poles.
Wood poles have been used as a means of supporting wires
f or electric service since the oonstruction of our first overhead
telegraph line between 'Washington ani Baltimore in 1844. It is
reasaa.able to assume that the use of wood poles as support for ov"er-
head conductors will continue as long as tmre is a supply of suit-
able pole timber available•.
The property requirements of poles used for ina above men-
tioned purpose are strength. comparative lightness in weight. dur-
a.bility, straightness, a gradual am well defined taper, a.ul an a.bun-
dant and accessible supp~.
The wood poles in their native condition are excellent sup-
ports f'or overhead conductors but the weakness of these poles is their
lack of durabili ty. This faili:Dg is corrected to a great degree by
various kinds of treatments designed to increase their lives. By tm
proper use of wood treatments the United States Department of Agricnl-
ture estimates that a saving of' at least twenty-two million dollars per
year could be effected.
Origin of Various Kinds of Wood PQles.
WesteIU Red Cedar: (Thuya. Plicata) is fou.nd iil the Roc~
Mountain. regions of Idaho. Washington and British Columbia and in
the coast moantams Of' Washingtcn am Oregon.
Northern White Cedar: (Thuya Occ1dental1s) is fatUJ.d in
Michigan. Wisconsin and :Minnesota.
Chesttmt: The presen t source ot supply for poles is
Virginia., Tennessee. '.Vest Virginia, North Carolina, aId other
Southern states.
South Yellow Pine: A goodly Sl1J?Ply is given from most
of the Sou.thern states.
Several other species of trees such as Douglas fir, cypress,
Western yellow pine. etc. but the use of these trees is limited fo r
the most part to the section where they are grown and the aIJX)unt used.
for poles is ve~ small.
Dave lopment of the Art of Wogd Preserving.
While the modern practice of wood treatment is a high~
dave loped art, yet the science of wood preservilJg has been practiced
since the days of the ear~ Romans and. Egyptians, woo were the first
to make pract~cal use of the art. Dur"ing the intervening years in-
A
numerable preservatives and processes have been used and experimented
wi tb. in all parts of the world.
Among the earlier investigators on the subject of wood p1'9-
servation may be mentioned. Johann Glouber. the famous chemist of
Carlstadt, Ge~. who in 1&57 experimented wi th vegetable tar and
pyroligneous acid. the wood having first been carbonized by the action
of f'ire. then covered wi th a tar coa.ting and 1nnnersed in pyroligneous
acid. Since this period maI\1 processes have been tried, but. most failed,
either due to the cost o~ material or to diffioulties in their applica-
tion. Since 1657, up to 1846, no less than for1i7-seveu different pro-
cesses adopted for the preserva.tion of wood are recorded, besides other
otmore recent date (Rome - Presertation ot' Wood pp 99 - lOO). Of the
many processes discovered probably a great proportion of them would
prove to some degree successful provided they could be carefully and
economical~ applied.
The Importance of the Problem as Viewed by the l:Jational Electric
Li@lt Association.
The importance of the question is s110wn by statement of the
Overhead Systems Oommdttee of the National Electric Light Association,
in their report T-3-21 submi tted to the 44th Annual Convention. .An ex- .
tract from the report is as f' ollows: "The fact is parti eularly emphasiz-
ad that :pole users are now in a. posi tion to adopt one form or another
of reliable treatment, and the Cornmi ttee feels it a duty to do what
educational work it can in persuading menDer companies to treat their
poles. It is hoped that within a reasonable time practically all of
the poles used in this country will be treat ed. The proper treatment
of poles has zrany advantages, but the principal ones are the economic
saving through added life. the reduction in pole replacement work, and
the great aggrega.te saving that can be mde in conserving the timber
resources of the country. The Committee would especially deal wi th a
phase of the treating no t previously well understood. namely the facil-
ities now offered by commarcial treating companies so that pole pur-
om.sas may secure their poles already treated, ani, if tb£:u so els;ct.
in accordance with their awn specifications. ~ pole purchasarshave
. been aware that such f'acili ties are available and that treated poles
can be secured as cOINeniently as untreated poles. Right here it
should be stated that what the consumer is really paying for is results.
The desired results are a certain penet~tion of the creosote .oil.
usiDg the pr0p3r kind of oil. with uniform impregnation at the part
of the pole intended to be treated".
Paiuting Foles as a Bad Pr§ctice.
Painting poles or My solid timber does not preserve it
against decay.
Moisture finds its way into the wood through tl:e checks.
The coating of paint pl"9vents eva.poration, thus producing candi tiona
favorab1 a to decay.
The slOOoth sur£ace o~ painted poles piled horizontally
permits rain· to car17 rot spores into the checks. thus producing a.
concentrated source of infection, wmre due to the retention of
molsture, candi tiona most favorable for decS¥ are brought abou't.
In the case of' the unpainted pole, the rot spores usually
attach themsslves to the rougber. outer su.rf'ace. :Most of tbem soon
dry up and b lCJW' away.
The damage caused as a. resul t, of' painting is no t as great
to poles set in the line a.s to poles in storage because the water
drains out of the checks more rapidly.
\Vhen painting is desirable, to conform with 01't7 oldinames
or for a.ppea.rance, it is recommended tin t pa.inting be done on17 so
far ahead of construction work as to permi't the paint to dry before
hauling the poles for setting. In St. Louis the oi ty ordinances ~
quire that poles be painted. At the present time a great maI\f pressure
treated y-ellow pine poles. are set in St. Louis., Missouri. These poles
present a very pleasing appearance as the pressure treatment has
left the pole wi th a beautiful brown color and in such cases paint-
ing is not required in order to comply with the St. Louis Ci1U ordin-
ances.
Storage Of Poles.
Deterioration of" poles held in storage can be avoided by
proper care and. piling.
Skids s b:>uld always be u sed. The sa skids should be elevated
or blocked up to provide a clear space of from eighteen inches to two
feet from the ground to the bottom of the pole pile.
The gramd under and around the pile should be kep t clean
of vegetation. The storage yard should not contain rotten pole butts
or rotting wood of a.n.y kind, because al\V piece o:t decayed wood is a
ealstan t source of infection.
The point ot contact between the poles and the skid produces
a wa.ter pOcket which is an ideal location for the propagation and
growth of fungus, whi. ch causes decay. To prevent this decay, skid tim-
bers should be given a liberal application of creosote. This applica-
tion can be given with a broom or brush. .AIr:; rott€Q. 'spots ·on the skid
timbers should be very carefulq cut 8RlfJ:3' so that the skid timbers will
not be a source of infection.
It is a good role to re-roll any poles which have been stored
in piles fo r more than twelve months. This changes points of contact
between poles. At the time of rolling any spots of decay appearing on
the poles s1x>uld be shaven clean, followed by a heavy application of
creosote on the area thus treated.
Presenat ivas.
!l.\vo general cla.sses of preservatives are available for
the treatnent of tbnber. Both of these cla.sseso~ preservatives
have toxic properties that destroy f'ung; "ous growth or make the timber
immune to the destruction of the plant. These two classes of preser-
vatives are salts and creosote.
Sal ts: Poisonous metallic sa.l ts.· su.ch as zinc ab.loride. mercurric
chloride. copper su.lphate, sodium fluoride, and various- arsenic c~
pounds have been. employed in the treatment of various kinds of: wood.
These salts true enough nave the nacessaI7 ton c properties to ren-
der them a. suitable preservative but these salts are also soluble
in water ani thus the effectiveness of the treatment is J8st d~e to
the ra.ins ani other moisture to which poles are exposed. !rIlis latter
failing renders the metallic salts practical~ useless as a preserva-
tive substance for poles.
Creoso te: Creosote is most Widely used as a preservativa for wood in
the United states. It penetrates easily and bas excellent toxic proper-
ties. Creoso te is obtai. ned in the destructive distillation of tar;
a1 ther coal tars, oil tars or wood tars. The oomposi tion of creosct.e
varies greatly due to the tar fran which it is distilled. the tempera-
ture at Which it is distilled and other factors. Thus "creosote" has
no f'ixed chemical composition but applies to all liquid distilla.tes.
heavier than wa.ter which" are obtained in the dis ti llation of tar. The
importa:n t creosotes for use in the treatment of woods are coal tar
creosote, water gas tar creaso te, ·..vood creosote and 10'iiV temperature
tar creosote.
Dec8\V of Timber.
Wood in its natural. state contains food far a lower class
of plant life knoVlll as fungi am unless some treatment is given the
natural wood the above plant life tends to destroy su.ch material.
Ft.mg1 are propagated by spores which correspond to seeds of'
more highly developed plants. These spores are very minute. ani are
carried about by the wind. These spores settle on wood and if the
proper conditions exist. the spores take root. These roots are known
as IIIJ'celia and tend to break up the original compos!tion of the wood,
absorbing the :rood elelmnts and changing the entire structure of the
wood. These D\Vcelia are the body of the fungous plant which. like
other plants produoes a frc.it. Tlla frai t of the f'ung1 1s commonly
known as toadstool, bracket or couoh. ~e latter growths appear on
the outSid~ of the wood being a.tta.c~d, and holds the spores which it
broadcasts to the wind for distribution.
Fa.vorable condi tiona lIIl1st exist in order for the fungous
spore to thrive after it is deposi ted. on the wood by' the wind. The
candi tiona favorable to the growth of the flmgas are air, mdsture.
heat am food supply. To prove the fact that the tungas will not
thrive without air, one need only mention the fact that wood sabmerged
in wa.ter 'Will not be a.tta.c1led by the grONth. To show that m.oisture is
necessB.r7 to the prosperi t7 of the fullgaa I shall mentioD. the fact
that wood which is not subjected to the weather is generally well
preserved. In the requirement of the f\mga.a f Clr' a certain aIWUD.t
of hea.t in order that it migb:t thrive~ I marely 01 te a typical char-
acteristic of all plan t life. It is also quite natural that the
f'tmgi. being a living organism, cannot exist without a food supply.
To make impossible the destru.ction of wood by a :f1.mgD.s we need only
see that th~ growth is denied one of its vi tal requirements: air.
moisture, heat or food supply.
Wooden poles as used in the electric lighting industry
~ld forth excellent conditiona to the fungous growth' f or a hea,rty
exi sta11Ce. The poles are especially suscept ible to the growth at
the ground line as the four requirelOOnts. air. moisture. heat and food
sUPPlJ' all requirements a.t this point on a. pole. As the poles are ex-
posed to all sorts of weather no practicable means bave been found to
exclude the air. the moisture. or the heat fran the surface. but it
has been found practicable as well as highly profi table to treat the
pole by various roothods in su.oh a. manner that the wood, which is the
food far the ftmgu.s. is rendered unfit as food for the destructive
plant.
§TA@ARD M§THODS OF TREATING POLES- AS GEN~LTJ
AQCiPl!KQ :BI J[TI:t.I'l1' COMPANIES.
Pi'V9 Standard WfW"S of Treati:og Poles are Used ~ Various Utili ties
Throughout the United Sta.tes.
1} Bru.sh treatment at individual pole yards.
2) AA treatment in open tanks (15 minutes hot creoso te)
5) A treatment wi th open tanks (15 minutes hot caroolinaam)
4} B " tt" II (4 hours hot - 2 hours cold)
creosote.
S) Pressure treatment throughout. the entire length of the pole.
If the best materia.l and worlananship is used an.y one o:r
these n:ethods is beneficial but va.ries in degree of su.ccess wi th.
the grade of material a.nd workmanship. The :first four n:ethods can.
be used profitabl~ only wi tb. seasoned poles. Authori ties agree
that penetration and oil stabili~ are essential to lasting results•
.A7.q method selected insures greater line life if pure eli stil1ate of
coal tar is used. The pu.riV of the distillate 1s of great import-
ance.
Ground Line and Minimrml Length of Treated Section on Butt
Treated Poles.
Di stance ot" :Minimum Length
Grou.nd Line of Treated Section
Length of Pole Above-Butt Measured fran Butt of Pole
(Feet) (Feet)














The bmsh treatment of poles consi sts in applying hoi;
creosote to the surface of a pole Wi til a bmsh. This method is
not in general use aIOOng pole dea.lers. bc.t is used by operating
companies for local treatment.
For effective brash treatment the highest boiling point
coal tar distillate obtainable is essentia.l. High boiling creosote
oils penetra.te the wood readily. They are free fran black and sticky"
tars that do not penetra.te but concentrate on the outer wood cells.
The above treatment is more in use wmre nati'V8 poles are
used (regardless of kind of wood) and a very economical means o'E CCl:J,-
struction desixed.
"A.A.- Treatment.
Provides for an immersion of poles butts iu hot creosote
oil for a minimum dura.tion of f'ifteen mimltes.
The penetration is usually one-sixteenth to one-quarter of
an inch. This treatment is espeoially well adapted for lines wmre a
few years service in addi tion to the natural life of the untrea.ted pole
is desired.
tfAtt Trea~nt.
Provides for an immersion of pole butts in hot carbolins'Q1l.
for a Ddnimam duration of fifteenminntes.
Satls:faetor;y remIts justifJing the addi tiona]. outlq for
treating under this process are obtained.
"B" Treatznent.
This treatment is son:et:i.mes called "hot and cold process",
provides for the contimlous submersi on of the butts of' the poles in
hot creosote oil, for a minimum duration of four hours, :followed by
the immersion in cold creosote oil for an. addi tional period of two
hours. The theory is that subjecting the pole to the hot bath expels
the moisture and expands the air in the cells of the sap wood. The
cold bath 'which follows contracts the air, f arming a partial vacuam
which draws the preservative into the wood.
"Bff treatment is without question the IOOst satisractcry o-r
the process treatments. 110 minilm.1lIl penetration is guaranteed, but
re~sults are usually qui te sa.tisfacto~. and often excellent. In treat-
ing a. full carload of poles it is not unusual to find that 6)'% of the
material has a full sap penetration. The remainder o~ the! poles will
show varied depths of penetration ranging fran one to 'three-eighths 0"2
an inch.
The resul ts in "Bit. as well as other process treatments,
are con trolled bY' two factas: the degree to whi ch the poles have been
seasoned, am the texture or the sap wood. As an average figure most
companies expect a life of twenty years from poles treated by this pro-
cess.
Pressur!;! ~reatment.
Pressure treatment is not required for the preservation o~
the more durable species of wood oanmonly used for poles, such as chest-
nut. northernwhi1;e cedar am. western red cedar, a.s these are subjeot to
rapid deca¥ only at the ground line. Pressure treatment is necessa.ry,
however. for thediff'~rent species o~ southem pine, as they decay
rapidly' even in the sections of the pole above the grw.n4 line.
International Rueping (Empty Cell Process) 8 Pounds Creoso tee Final
Retention.
General.
The following speci£ication is intended to obtain an emp~
cell treatment of the poles; am if' the naterial to be treated is in a.
different condi tion as to moisture and seasoning, naterial for each
retort charge shall be selected. a.s to condition of IOOisture S) that.
there will be no great difference in degree of seasoning in any one
charge. Only perf'actl;y sound poles shall be treated. The treating
plant ahall be eqUipped wi tb. indicating and recording 'gauges am other
neoe:ssa.xy a.pparatus for accurately observing, &Xl recording the treat-
ing process. Above the level at the creosoting cylinder shall be an
overhead c1rwn for the purpose of determining when the cylinder is can-
pletely filled wi th the preservative and free fran air, tnere shall
also be a sap drum below the level of the cylinder for the P'lrpose ~
assuring the complete reIOOVal of condensation. The treating plant mtlst
have all the necessal7' chemi ca.Is. a laborato17 and la.borato17 apparatas
to enable the quality of' preservative to be determined.
Ail"-Seasoning.
In air-seasoning, the poles shall be staCked in suCh a manner
as to. provide free air circulation and minimum contact between individual
pieces in each stack. These stacks shall be placed on treated or
otherwise permanent skids at least six inches a.bove the grcnnd on a
well drained storage yard free fran vegetation and decaying wood.
Alleys between the stacks shall be continuous and straight. The
material shall remain on the seasoning yard until it is SU£ficientJ¥
seasoned to obtain maximum benefi t from the treatment.
Seasoning by Stea~
tlhen time far air-seasoning is not available, steam season-
ing shall be used. Live, saturated steam shall be admitted to 1he
treating cylinder, taking care that all air is forced fran the cylinder
before the outlet val*' is closad. Pressure shall then be raised grad-
ually to tre maximum temperature desired, which should not be less tl:1a:l
2590F. The duration of the steaming process is dependant upon the
degree of seasoning of the poles in the cylinder cbarge. but shall in no
case be carried to such an extent as to injure the timber.
Vacuum.
After the steaming process has been completed, the steam is
blown off and the treating c,ylinder exhausted as quickly as possible to a
vacuum of at least twenty-two inches at sea level, or prOJ;lortionately less
at higher altitudes. This vacutml shall be maintained for at least one
hou.r, or for whatever longer period is necessary, so that the vlood l1l8I"
be- as dr7 and free fran air as practicable. During the e.xhaustiol1pmcess,
the temperature within the trea.ting cylinder shall be maintained by tbe
introduction of steam into closed coils wi thin the cylinder.
Initial Air Pressure.
The seasoned poles shall be subjected to an ai r pressure
of sufficient intensi ty ani duration (Generally 40 to 70 pounds) tD
provide, after the relea.se of oil pressure9 the ejection of preserva.-
tive necessary to insure the required final retention.
Treatment.
The creoso te oil shall be introduced, the ai r pressure be-
ing maintained constant, until the cylinder is filled to overflowing
• • 0 0
wlth 011 at a temperature of not less than 175 F•• nor more tban 200 F.
The oi1 must flow from the overhead drum on top Of the treating cylinder,
thus assuring that the cylinder is ccopletely fi lIed wi th the praserva-
tive. The pressure shall then be applied gradually am maintained at a.
sufficient intensi ty for a period of time necessary to obtain not on~
the largest pr.actical volumetric injection that can be reduced to the
reqLlired final retention. (i.e. 8 pounds per cubic foot of wood), but
also the rm.xinn:un penetration which can be secured with the final reten-
tion of 8 pounds of creosote oil per cubic foot of timber. During this
pressure period. the tanperature of the oil shall be maintained between.
170°F. and 200°F.
Final Va.euum.
After the oil has been forced from the treating cylinder. a
quick vacu:um shall be drawn so as to remove surface oil, so leaving the
pole s clean.
International Bethel (Full Cell Process) 12 pound creosote. Final
Retention.
General.
The following specifiea,tion is intended to obtain a full cell
treatment of the p<>les. The l1l3.terial to be treated in any one charge
shall be of approximately the sane degree of seasoning. Green am season-
ad pole s shall not be trea ted in the sarre cmrge. Only perfectly SOtmd
poles shall be treated. The treating plant shall be equipped with indi-
eating and recording gauges ani other necessaz:r apparatus for accurate~
observing and recording the treating process. Above the level of the
creosoting cylinder shall be an overhead dram for t~ purpo se of deter-
mining when the cylinder is completely fi lIed wi. th the preservative and
free from air; there shall also be a sap drum below the level of the
cylinder fer the purpose of' assuring tm complete removal of cQlldensa-
tion. The treating plant must have all the necessar,y chtmicals, a labora-
tory and laboratory apparatus to enable the quall ty of the preservative to
be detennined.
Air SeasoAing.
In air-sea-sooing, the poles shall be stacked in sa.ch a manner
as to prOVide free air circulation and minimum contact between. indivic:bal.
pieces in each stack. These stacks shall be placed on treated or other-
wise pe:rmanent skids at least six inches above the ground on a well
drained storage yard free fran vegetation. am decaying wood. Alleys be-
twean. the staCks shall be contiIlllous and straigh't. The material. shall re-
main on the seasoning yard until it is sufficiently seasoned 10 obtain
maximam benefit from the treatment.
Seasoning by Ste~
'When time for air-seasoning is no t available, steam season-
ing shall be used. Live, saturated steam shall be admi tted to t:be
treating cylinder, taking care that all air is forced from the cyliIiLer
before the outlet value is closed. Pressure shall then be raised grad-
ually to the maximam temperature desired, which should not be less tlan
o
259 F. The duration of the steaming process is dependent upon the
degree of' sea.s cning of the poles in the cylinder cmrge, but shall in no
case be carried to such an extent as to injure the timber.
Xacuum. •
.After the steaming process has been completed, tl:e steam is;
blown off and the treatin3 cylinder ex.ha.usted as q~Jickly as possible to a
vacuum of at least twen ty--mvo inches at. sea. level, or proport ionate:q less
at higher alti tudes. This va.cu'Dm shall be maiatained for at ].e,a.st one
hour, or for whatever longer period is necessary, so tha.t the wood may
be as dry and free from air as practicable. During the exhaustion pro-
cess, the temperattlre within the treating cylinder shall be maintained
(by the introduction of steam into closed coils within the cylinder.
~rea.tment.
The creosote oil shall be introduced, vii thout breaking the
va.cuum, at a temperature not less than. 180°F., and not more thm...: mOOF••
until the cylinder is filled to overflowing. The oil must flow from the
overhead drum on top of the treating cylinder. thus assurIng that the
cylinder is completely filled with the preserva.tive. T.be pressure snall
ths.lt be applied gradualq untU such an amoant or oil bas been injectecl
into the poles as to provide a f inaJ. retantion of 12 pounds of creosote
oil per cubic foot of timber. After the pressure is completed and the
cylinder emptied of oil a quick vacuum shall be drawn so as to remove
surface oil, so leaving the poles clean.
S:EECIFICATlons FeR .A.NALYSIS OF CR:~OSOTE.
These specifications de3cribe methods for the analysis
of dead oil of coal tar or coo.l tar creosote. They shall be followed
in determining the properties of' oil furnished under any specifications
in wID. ch reference is made to thi s text for methods of analysi s.
These methods include all directi on necessary for ascertain-
ing whether the material submitted has the particular properties required
by the sIacifications ear dead oil or creosote, but it is not intended to
describe herein all the methods of' analysis which may be employed to
determine whether the material is an unadulterated derivative of gas tar
prepared by the processes of manufacture permitted by the sp3cifications
f CJr dead oil or creoso te.
A form for repor"ting txe results and a list of apparatus and
rr.aterials required in making the analysis are included in these specifi-
cations.
Sample: About one (1) quart of oil will be required for a cOl![Jlete
analysis. The sample shall not be taken from the tank, can or other re-
ceptacle until the oil has been completely liquefied and well mixed.
Before analyzing, the sample shall be thoroughly liquef ied and well mixed
by shaking and stirring. One-ha]f shall be analyzed. as given below,. and
the other half held in reserve for a check test should such be desired.
Specifig Gravity: The specific gravi ty of the oil shall be obtained by
nearly filling the IQdrometer cylinder with the liquefied oil and placing
the cylinder in water which shall then be heated until the tempera.ture of
the oil is several degrees higb.er~ than that at which the specific graviV
is to be taken. Tl1e water shall then be allowed to cool until the oil has
rea.ched the terq:>erature s!8cified for tm deterrtlination of' the specific
gravity.
The oil shall then be thoroughly stirred, the hydraneter
placed in the cylinder, and the reading carefully observed. Care must be
taken. that the :h¥draneter does not tcnch tis bottom or sides of the cylinder
wilen tbe reading is made.
FluiditZ: Tba fluidity of the oil shall be detennined by heating aboUt one
lmndred (100) cubic centimeters of oil in a beaker, to a temperature at least
seven degrees Centigrade (7°0.) above the 1imi ting temperature specified for
the separation of solid particles. The oil shall then be allowed 1D cool
gradually. When the limi ting temperature of the specifications is reached,
the oil shall be ca.ref'ully examined, using a glass stirring red. :Uo solid
crystalline particles should a.ppear on the rod when withdra.wn from the 011.
Distillation: The appara.tus for the distilla.tion of' the 011 s1la.1l be a.rranged
as shovm on drawing No. 92-E-20 or No. a8-E-95. The retort shall conform in all
respects to draWing IIo. 126-B-17.
Before attaching the re.tort to the ring stand, it shall be
accurately weighed on the pan balance. Then wi thoa. t removing t:m retort from
the balance pour exactly one hundred (100) grans of tnorougb.q liquefied 011
into t18 retort. This can rea.dily be done by using a gla.ss droppe\i to add the
last drops.
Before the di sti1lation is began, the thermometer shall be so
fitted through the stopper in the neck of the retort that the bul'bis one~lt
(1/2) of an inch above the su.rf'ace of the oil. !he thermometer shall not be
moved during the distillation. The retort shall rest on '& wire gauze smet
having twelve meshes to the linear inch am shall be protected by an asbestos
shield as srown ill drawing l~o. 92~-20 or Ire. 88-E-95.
The heat applied to the retort shall be so re~ulated that the dis-
tillate passes over at the rate of about sixty drops per minute, i.e•• one
drop per second.
It is to be understood tba.t the distillation bas commenced as soon
as the first drop of' the distilla.te appears in the delivery tube of the retort
and ended when a temperature of three hundred ani sixty degrees Centigrade
o(360 C) is reached.
The distillation of some samples of oil my be accompanied. especially
during t1Je first faw moments, by a violent sp:Lttering of the liquid am sn:ell
quantities may go over into the receivers (small Erlemeyer flaSks or test tIlbes.)
This can usually be avoided by gent17 shaldng or moving t:M ring stand. and re-
tort so that the oil is kept in motion.
Distillate: The fractions of the distillate shall be separated at tm tempera.-
ture given in the table belOW' and collected in separate receivers. The weights
of' the receivers shall be accurately determined before the distillation.
Rf(ceiver Temperature Fraction













o 0300 C.- 315 C.
316°0. - 360°0.o360 C. - and above
° 0170 C. - 205 C.
o 0















After the completion of the distillation, the receivers aDd the
retort with their contents shall be accurately weighed and the percentage
of the various fractions corrq)uted.
The sum of the per cents obtained in all the fractions shall be as-
certained am its difference from one h:u.ndred ptr cent. recorded as the loss
per cent. '.I!h.e loss should not exceed one-half'" of one per cent-. (0.5%) ex-
cept "When there is a cons iderabla a.mou.n t of wa.tar prasent. If' the loss is
found to be large when a sa.mple containing little water or other low boIling
ccnst1tuents is distilled, the distillation shall be repeated after the <Dm-
pu.tations have been checked in order to ·ensu.re tbeir freedom from error.
Computations based on the results of fractionations Which have been
carried out with satisfactory freedom from loss shall be made 'W. cover a.U
percentage limits specified for distillation.
Water:~ determine the amount of water in the Oil., transfer too contents
of' receiver No.1 1D a. small separatory funnel. If the separation of' the
water from the other cons ti t1l6mts in the funnel is well defined., draw oft
the watar into a small Erleiooyer fla.sk or a test tube aui determine its
weight.
Should the separa.ti on not be well def inad, pour a sna11 aJlDUD.t rc
ether into the funnel and shake. Allow the con tents to settle and thElll
draw of't the water from the ethereal solution. Weigh the water am compute
the per cent. present.
!he ethereal solution shall then be wa.r:tISd., to expel the etl»r,
am the oi 1 or remainder reserved for the tar acids test.
The ether used for this purpose should be free from alcohol and mal'
be prepared in the following manner. Shake a oonvenient quant1't7 ot QOmmer-
aial sulphuric ether in a separatory funnel with olle-half' of its volume
of distilled wa.ter ani then let tm water run out. Repea.t t:te washing
of the ether twice with fresh lots of water.. Let the moist alcohol-free
ether thus obtained stand over a.bout one-halt its weigh t of' dry calcium
chloride in a stoppered flask or bottle for at least 't\vo hours md fil tar
througn paper before using.
Su.lphonation Residue: This test should be rrade on fractions No. 8 ani no.
9. Heat these two fractions until they are liquid and mix thoroughly. Place
ten (10) grams of the mixed fract! ons. accurately weighed. ina Babcock: milk
test bottle. Add to this thirty cubic centimeters (30 cc.) of thirty-seven
(37) times normal sulphuric acid in three equal port ions. Shake the bottle
and contents for two (2) mirmtes after each addition of acid. After all the
acid has been added. keep the bottle at a constant temperature of' fran ninety-
eight (98) to one hundred (100) degrees Centigrade for an hour. shaking vigor-
ously eve:r:.v ten (10) minutes. At the end of the hour remove the bottle flOm
the hot bath and fill to the top of the graduation ...vi th a Babcock separa.tor.
Measure the unsn1phonated residue whi ch snould now be collected in the grad-
ua ted neille of' the bot tIe t am record its volume in cubic cent ima ters. The
b()ttles are graduated to fifths· of a. cc. ani readings should be estimated
to the nearest quarter of a. subdivision. The cc. observed. multipliacl by
ten (10) represent s the per c ent. residue.*
For heating during the sulphonati on a steam-j ackated oven Jna¥ be
used. or if thi s is not available the bottles may be suspended in a dish of
boiling water.
Acid of the requ ired strength is made 0 f mi:&ing two hundred and
sixt:r-a.ine (269) parts. by weign,t. of fuming a:cicl (84.5&~ sulplmr trioxide)
with four hundred and forty-11ine (449) parts of sulphuric acid Csp. gr.. 1.81).
Since the sulphur trioxide content of the turning acid van es somewbat.
it is best in field inspections to have this mixture made in the labor-
at<ry and shipped to place of use.
~ar Acids: The volume of tar acids in the oil shall be determined in:.
the following manner. The fractions from No. 1 to No.7 inclusive shall
be collected in a beaker of about three hundred cubic centimeters capaci1U
and thoroughly mixed by stirring. Thirt¥ (30) cubic centimeters of caustic
soda solution (s:r:ecific gravit7 1.20) shall be added to the oil and the
Whole shall be heated gently for two (2) minutes Ylith frequent. stirring.
The oil ani soda solution shall then be transferred to a large separatory
funnel am shaken vigorously for at least one (1) minute. Tbe mixture smll
then be allCll1led to settle and the soda solution. which forms the lower layer
ot liqui~ drawn off and saved.
This operation shall be repeated a second and a third tine using
twenty (20) oubic centi.IIeters of the soda solution. each time.
* In reading' the quanti ty of sulphonation residue, it is to be
noted tba.t wi th the standard Babcock milk test bottle,
5 full divi s ions =1 cc. ani are eqa i valent to l07~ res idte.
1" I't = 0.2 cc. and is; eqUivalent to 27~ residue
1 subdivi sion = .04 cc. and is equivalent to 0.4% resid,.
1/4 ft .01 cc. and is equivaloo:t to O.llb residta
The three soda solutions shall now be mixed together, boil~
vigorously for fiva (5) minutes am allowed to cool. Dilute sulphuric acid
(one (I) part of" a.cid (sp. gr. 1.84) added to three (3) parts ar wa.ter) 1s
then added until the solution begins to change litmu.s paper from a blue to
a red color. Abou't thirty-fi va (35) cubic cantimters of' acid will be re-
quired am care must be taken that the solution is kept cool while adding
the acid.
The entire solu tion shall now be transferred to a ser:aratory
funnel and allowed to: stand until the tar acids are well sepa.rated.
T'ne volume of' the tar acids shall then be measured in a vessel
graduated in cubic centimeters and the percentage computed by dividing
this value by the volume of the oil takEn for distilla.tion; viz. original
weight of oil divided by the specific gravity.
Flashing Poiuj: Place an evaporation dish about four inches {4ft } or four
ani one-half inches (4-1/3t t) in diameter on a.n asbestos diapbragrn of
sufficient size to extend several inches beyond the dish. A hole a.bout
one-half the naximum diameter of the dish should be cut in the center of'
the diaphragm and tbe dish set therein. Cover the bottom of the dish wi th
dry sand to a. depth. of ab ou. t ·one-quarter of an inch: (1/4").·and. place a. deep
form evaporation dish. about three inches (3 ft ) in diameter, on the sand.
Fill the remaining space between the two dishes with sand until it reaches
nearly to the rim of the inner dish. A thermorne'ter should be arranged so
that the bulb is inside and about one-quarter of an inch (1/4tl ) above the
bo ttom of' the inner di sh. Pour sonle of the liquef ied oil into the di sh
until it is about three-quarters full. Care should be taken that the bulb
of the thermometer is completely covered by the oil. Place a low flanie '
beneath the sand bath, wi th -a. suitable guard to prote:at it from draughts,
which should be carefully excluded fran the vicim1ty of too testing ap-
paratus. Hea.t so that the tEmperature of the oil will inorea.se about three
degrees (So) par minute. Apply a anal1 flane to the surf'ace of the oil for
o
evers two degrees (2 ) ri. se oftElIlJ;Jerature until tiLe flame flashes across
the surface of the oil. The temperature of the oil when this occurs is the
fJashing point.
Burnin,g Point: Continue the heating and the application of the testing
flame until tile oil ignites ani burns for five seconds or more. The tem-
perature, when this occurs, is the burning point.
Benzol Tests To detennine the per cent. insoluble in benzol weigh a. ten
(10) gram sanple of the dead oil into a small beaker (about 100 to 150
cubic centimeters capacity); add twan..~ {20} cubic centimeters of benzol
ani filter, using a weighed Alundum crucible to receive the insoluble
o
material. Wash thoroughly with benzol, either hot or cold; dry at 110
Centigrad.e; weigh. am compute the per cent. of' insoluble material.
Suet! on may be used as an aid in filtaring and washing or the
final washing may be carried out in the va.pors of' ho t benzol. In this
latter case the crucible should be covered by an inverted ~tch-g1ass. and
t1le washiDg continued unti 1 the dr ippings from the crucible are perf'ect~
clear. (Three to six hours '1D3¥ be necessary for this.) As convenient for
this purpo sa we recommend a1 ther the Wiley gla.ss extracti on apparatus or
the extractor Imown as the Underwri tars t Labora.tories extraction apparatus,
arranged as shown in the drawing hereinafter referred to. If the washing
is ca.rried out by filtration alone, it should be continued until 10 cc. of'
the washings show no IIX:>re color than 10 co. or a. standard solution whED. com-
pared in test tubes under similar candi ti ons or light an~ quantiV. The
standard solution is made up by adding one drop of dead all to 200 cc. o~
benzol.
If the oil contains a very large amount at piteh7 material, it is
permissible to use a snaller sample to faoi11 tate the washing.
Acetic Acid for Acetates: If the oil is to be used for the treatment of
duct, the following method shall be eDl?loyed to determine w1::ether it con-
tains acids of the acetic series o~ their salts.
Weigh a one hundred (100) gram sample into a one-Iitar rOlnd
bottom. :flask. Add five (5) grams of glacial phosphoric acid dissolved in
15-20 CC. of water. Distill with steam using a condenser fitted With a
\. glass rod to be used as a ram for reIIDving solid napthalene in case of'
clogging. Collect at least two hundred (200) cc. of distillate. Add five
(5) grams of powdered chemically pure calcium carbonate. Heat in an
Erlenmeyer flask, us ing a reflux: condenser, fo r 5 to 10 minutes. Cool ani
£1 Iter. Evaporate the fil trate to dryness and ignite at a temperature
su.fficient to burn off all organic matter. Cool and dissolve the residue
in a slight excess of tenth normal (l~ ) ni tria aCid, using phenolphtllalein
as in indicato r. Note the quantity of acid added. Boil to expel carbcm.
n
dioxide, cool and titrate Vv1. th a ten normal ( -nr ) solution of scdium
~rate to determine excess of acid. Compute the number of cc. of acid
required for reaction wi th the residue. If the quanti 1¥. of' acid used exceeds
fi va (5) co. report tlla t the test shows the presence of acids of the acetic
series of their salts.
Computations and Report: The results of the analysi s of the oil shall be
calcm..la:ted on the basis of the water-£ree oil if more than 2% of" water is
present. If less than 2]b of water is present. allowance shall not be made
fori t in oomputing tbe rasul ts. The resu.lts shall be recorded in the
following tonn.
.Ana1ysis of Dead Oil of Coal ~ar
Sample Iro.:
I~ufactured by:
Pu rchased fr om:
*0
A. Specific Gravi~ at 0.:
*0
Condi tion at C.:
Date 191
c. Distillati on of 100 grans:
*0
(I) Oil distilling below a.: Per cent.





(5 ) Sulphonation residue: tt
~. Insoluble in Benzol: tI
* Insert spacificati on teml:lerature limit 0'1 limits.





























** This feature to be reported only wmn oil may be used for




o °270 C. to 300 C.
10. Residue (in retort)
To tal per cants found:
Loss per cent •
.Q.leaning Apparatus: The retort. flasks or test tubes, beakers. etc.,
sllould be thoroughly cleaned af'ter each ana lysis. To remove the residue
from the retort. add same oil ani heat until residue is all dissolved.
Pour out the oil and wash wi th hot water and sapollo.
Drawings: The fb llowing drawings form a part 0 f the se sp3cifi cat ions:
Draw:ingNo. 92-E-20 or
No. 88-55-95
) Arrangemnt of Appara.tus for Distillation Test.
)
" No. 125-B-17 - Standard Retort.
It No. 92-E-19 - Use of Extra.ctor in Benzol Test.
lle tee 4. The fallowing a.pparatus md cbemicals will be required for the
test of oil in accordanoe with these sJ;Sc:Lfications:
Apnaratus
5 - 8 ounce glass retorts(as per draWing No. 126-B-17)
2 - Distilling £lasks (25 cc.)
(36 - 50 cc. Erlenmeyer flasks or
(36 - 7 inch test tubes.
12 -6 inch test tubes •
.2 - Ni trogen bu.lb thermon:eters ( -300 to 400° Centigrade).
Length of scale 12-7/8rt (Standardized)
1 - Hydron:eter - specific gravity = 1.00 to 1.20
2 - Glass llydrCJOO tar cylinders.
2 - Large glass funnels.
2 - Small glass ~els.
1 - Copper water ba.th.
1 - Iron ring stand wi tb. clanps am rings.
1 - Berze1ius alcOhol lamp (replaced by Bunsen burner if' gas can be ht;d)
1 - Two bottle milk teflting centrifUge.
8 - Babcock milk test bottles graduated to 10 per cent. in 1/5 per cent.
2 - 10 cc. Pipettes.
1 - Tin can large enough to hold h¥drometer cylinder.
2 - .Agate ware dil?pers (about one (1) quart capacity).
2 - .Aga.te ware dippers (aboll tone (1) pint capaci W)•
1 - Pan Balance (s6n.s1bilitjy 2 mgs.) and weights (300 gIn. to 1 mg.)
12 - Cork stop}?ers (£1 tted for retorts.)
3 - Trian~lar £11es.
3 - Rat-tail f'i les.
4 - Test tube cleaners.
2 - Flask cleaners.
2 - Test tube raCks.
1 - Glass sepa,rato17 funnel (about 125 cc. capaci~)
1 - Glass separato17 f'unnel (about 250 cc. capacity1
1 - Glass separatory funnel (aboc.t 50 cc. capaci ty)
Asbestos paper - 1/16" in thickness and flexible(to be used for maldng
shield to protect retort during distillation.)
Asbestos board - l/S" in th1cknes.s (for su.ppor-tltJg sam bath in fla.sh
po int test.)
1 - Graduated cylinder (10 cc. capaci 1lr - gradu.a ted in f1 fth of a. cc.)
1 - Graduated eyl1nder (50 00. oapa.c11\V)
1 - Graduated cylinder (500 co. caa?a.ci W)
2 - .!lu:ndum cNcibles (25 ec. capaci w)
1 - Baa;. gu.DIIlfMl labe 1s •
12 - Test mba holders.
1 - Pair pincers for llaIiiling weights.
1 - Box sap:>lio.
1 - Glass medicine dropper.
1 - Gasolene heater (if gas cannot be had.) Barthel's gasoline burner' is
recommended.
1 - Kettle for hot water.
VVire gauze f <r retort su.pport (should have 12 mashes to linear inch.)
Glass beakers (150,400 and 600 cc. capaci~ - 2 of eaCh.)
Glass stirring rexis.
Blue litmus paper.
1 - Iron tripod (if gas can be bad.)
2 - Bunsen burners ( if' gas can be had.)
Rubber tubing to fi t gas burners.
3 - Porcelain evaporating dishes a.bout 3" in diameter (deep fom.)
2 - Iron or enamel ware ev~porating dishes about 4" to 4 1/2ft in diameter.
Small blow pipe for flask test.
2 - Extractors ( if desired for benzol test.)
(If' suction is avai lable and wi 11 be used in benzol test filtration)
1 - Spencer' s glas~ funnel with rubber ring fa r use with. Alundum crucible.
1 - Side neck fil taring flask, Erlecmeyer shape.
500 cc. ca.paciiU.
3 - One-hole rubber stoppers. to fit filtering flask.
1 - Medium sized filter pump.
Rubber tubing to oonnect up pump.
(Additional!. apl?aratus required if test far "Acetic Acid or
Aoetates." is to be made).
2 - 25 co. Buretts (graduate4 in 20ths of a. co.)
3 - No.2 Porcelain crucibles (50 cc. ca.pacity)
1 - 12 inch Alllhm's condenser.
3 - 500 cc. Erlenmeyer flasks.
2 - 250 00. Erlenmeyer f ]asks.
1 - IIi ter round bo ttom flask.
10 - feet No. 4 glass tubing.
Rubber tubing to fit.
Chemicals.
1 - Pound C.P. caustic sma (purified by alcohol.)
1/2 - Pound Calcium chloride (dry).
1 - Bottle C.P. sulphuric aoid (ap. gr. 1.84)
1 - Bottle C.p. ~rochloric acid (sp. gr. 1.20)
1 - Bottle C.P. nitric acid. (sp. gr. 1.42)
1 - Pound ether.
1 - Pound Benzol (Merck's Reagent.)
1 - Bottle standard acid for sulphonation test (37 tilOOs normal
sulphuric acid).
2 - Quarts alcohol (if gas cannot be had.)
1 - Gallon Gasoline (if gas camot be bad.)
(Additional chemicals reql ired if test far flAcetie: Acid or Acetates"
is iD be made.)
1 - POUDd C.P. gJac ial pho sphori c acid.




The naterial desired under the se specifications is that known
as dead oil of' coal tar or coal tar creosote, obtained through the di So-
tillation of gas tar produced by the destructive distillation of' bitum-
inous coal e1ther in the manufacture of coal gas or in the manufacture
of' colee by the by-product process. It shall be wi thout adultera.tion.
Info:rrm.tion shall be furnished on request a.s to the origin. of tile oil
and the names of the parties through whose hands it may have pa;ssed.
A copy of any analysis of' the oil that rnay have been made prior to its
use she1-11 ala 0 be furn! shed.
~ne right is reserved to take representative samples of the
oil and test the sane Wherever desired.
Requirements.
All dead oil of coal tar furnished under too"se specifications
shall conform to the following requirements:
1st·: The 011 she.11 have a spec ific gravi ty of a. t leas t one and
o
three hundredths (1.03) at thirty-eight degrees Centigrade (38 0).
~: The oil shall be thorougliq liquid at a temperature of thirty-
eight degrees Centigrade (38°0.)
~: When one hundred grans of the oil are distilled in ~ccordance
with the requirements of the specifications for the c;nalysis of dead. oil





oNot more than f iva (5) per cent. shall distill off up to 205 C.
Not mre than forty (40) per cent. shall distill 0"££ up to 236°0.
o
Not more thaJa eight7 (80) per cent. shall distill off up to 315 C.
The oil shall not contain more thaD *two (2) peitcent. ot water.
*1rote: Vlhen unseasoned timber is being treated for the teJaphone company
by the cylinder pressure process using steam for seascning the oil mau con-
tain no t more than five (5) pe r cent. of' wa.ter. But in case more th.a:tt two
(2) per cent. of water is present in the oil. the quantitY' of' the preserva-
tive added to the tinber shall be increased by an amOmlt sufficient 1XJ
ensure that the required anount of oil computed on a. water-f'ree basis has
been taken up by the timber.
(e) The quantbty of tar acids present in the fractions di stilling
below 300 C. shall not exceed ten {IO} per cent. (measured by
volume) or the total sample distilled.
(:r) The sulphonation residue from the fraction di stilling between
300°0. and. 360°0. shall not exceed two (2) per cent. (measured
by volume) of the said fraction.
~: The constituents of the oil insoluble in benzol shall not exceed
one (1.0) per cent. by weight.
5th: When oil is intended far use in the treatment or wood duct it
shall be :free from acids of the acetic series and their salts.
The oil shall be anaJ.yzed in accordance \Vi th the methods outlined
in the s:fecifications for the Analysis of Dead Oil of Coal Tar of Coal Tar
Creosote.
Subsidiary Specifi cations.
The following specifications form a part of these specificationa:
Specifications for the Analysis of· Dead Oil of Coa.l Tar or Coal
Creoso i8.
POLE SPECIFICATIONS.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
SP;mC IF ICATIONS FOB.
CHESTNU!f POLES.
Specifications for chestnut poles as per the 1923 rel:ort 01' the Overhead
Systems Commdttee of the National Electric Light Association.
l!aterial.
The poles shall be of' chestnut {Casta.nsa Dentata}, well pro-
portioned from btltt to top. All poles 50011 be tlDroughly sound. straight
and free from defects, except as hereinafter set forth.
Blighted Poles.
Poles injured or killed by the chestnut blight fungus shall not
be furnished under tbi s specifi cation.
Fire Killed Poles.
Fire killed poles, when furnished under thi s s:r:ecification. shall
have been cut within one ~Tea.r after the killing; a.1.1 sapvvood shall be free
fran char and rot. and. the pole shall in all respects sati~ the require-
ments of' this sIBcif'ieation without arry exceptions as to cl:ecking am
~ litting.
Condi ti on o':t Wood.
Poles haVing dead streaks or brashy wood appearing over more tha:n
one-quartar of': their surface shall no t be furnished under this specifica.t1 on.
Poles baving dead streaks covering less than one-quarter of' their surface
shall have a cirowmference sufficientlY greater than that hereinafter re-
quired fo r their length and class to afford a. cross-sectional area. of' sound
wood equivalen't to that of' sound poles of the same class and leDgth.
DecB\V.
Poles shall be free from sap rot and all other forns of decsa' cr
rot. which attaok the C1.li t imber, and from all sigus or evidences of the
presence of fungus growth.
Insect Damage.
The scaring or channeling of the pole surface by inseots
1.vorking under bark shall not be 01 assed as insect damage. Pin worm
holes or la.rger insect holes entering the bo~ of the pole by insects.
worms, or! grubs, shall be considered insect damage. All poles furnished
'tUlder this specif'i cation shall be free from insect da.t:na.ge.
Grain.
No poles shall have more tha.n one complete twist of' grain in
any 20 :feet of length.
Large Checks•
.All poles shall be free from large. or injurious checks.
Knots.
Sound knots will be permitted in aIW' section of the pole. Knots
show ing evidence o£ past decB\V to a depth not ex.ceeding 1/2 inch will be
permitted in any section of' the pole except the section between the: butt
and a point 2 feet above the ground line. The diameter of an:y single
knot. shall not, however, exceed one-third the diameter of the pole at that
point, and the sum of the diaJre ters of all knots in a:t.lY 2 foot section
shall not exceed one-half the diameter of the pole at that section. In all
cases the diameter of the knot shall be considered to be its least diameter.
Loose knots or knots showing signs of' past decay to a depth greater tban 1
inch or active deC8\V. or of insect damage shall not be present in arq par't
ot the pole.
Scars.
Scars or catfaces will not be pennitted between the butt and a
point 2 feet above the ground. line. Poles having scars or cat:f'aces
wbose distance fran the top of the pole is less than the distance given
for its length class in the following table shall be rejected. Catfaces
will be permitted in the body of" the pole, provid:iDg the oro ss-section.
of the pole is not mater! ally reduced.
Length of Pole Di stance fran top
16 ft•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 ft.



































No poles shall spli t butts. All pole butts shall be free
from butt rot, ring rot,. or other hollowing except in the central
portion, where hollow heart, butt rot or ring rot ia termitted,pro-
Tided that the distance from the pith center is not more than one-
third of the distance from the pith center to the edge of the butt
surface and that the depth of any ring rot measured fran the butt sur-
face is not more than 2 feet.
Partia1 or complete circular shakes (sometimes tanned "cup-
shalees u) rtJa:9 be p ermit ted on the butt surface only, provi ded tha t the
diameter of t1:e ring whi ch they follow is not more than one-third of
the diameter of the butt. Cha:cks radiating fran the pith center of the
butt (sometimes called ttstar-Shakes") are permitted provided toot they
do not extend outward from the pi th center to the pole surface in such
a wa;y as to split off' a secti on of the butt.
Defective Poles.
All poles shall be free from spli t. shakey. hollow or deC8¥ed
tops.
Miscellaneous Defects.
No poles shall contain woodpeCker hole s. or plugged hole Sf aId
no shaved poles or bracked poles shall be furnished under these specifi-
cations.
D1mens ions. Shape and Finish.
Length.
Poles under 50 feet in length shall not be over 3 inches
shorter or 6 inches longer than the length specified in the order. Poles
50 feet or more in length smll not be over 6 inches sborter or 12 inches
longer than the length specified in the ord.er.
Cirewnf'erence.
Poles shall be classified with respect to their circumference
at 6 feet above the butt ,nd of their top in accordance with the table
set forth below. T'hi s table gives minimum allOlll'able circumf'erenoe at
6 feet above the butt and at the top f or poles of each class, aId
shall not preclude the acceptance of' poles baving greater circum£erellce
at these points of measurement than those given in the table.
Shape and Finish.
Poles shall be free from all deviations from straightIB ss ex-
capt sweep in one plane only. The amount of sweep between the top and
b'J.tt of these poles shall be such that a straight line connecting tl:e
points in the bu tt and top circumferences lying the plana of the sweep,
shall not deport from the su.rf'ace of the pole more tmn 1 inch for each
5 feet of length. All poles shall have the outer bark complete~ peeled,
and all knots and limbs closely trimmed. All poles shall be neatly sawed
square at the but t and top•
.All poles shall 1la.ve tba length and class stenciled or branded
on the butt. together wi th the name or symbol of the company selling the
poles. All marks interfering with the legibility of the reqUired nar1dngs
shall be removed. All poles shall be scored with a cross at a. point teD.
:teet from the butt.
Storage.
Poles accepted under these specifications vfu.ich a.re not a.t that
time or inn:r.ediately thereafter placed for setting or Which are not 1Xl be
loaded in cars wi thin two weeks, shall be stored on skids in such a manner
as to be sustained at all points at least 1 foot above the surface or- the
groand. No decayed or decaying wood shall be permi ttad to.remain 'lU1de~
neath stored poles. .A:D:1 naterlal under the poles not a part of the skids
and &D'Z vegetation growing under tm poles shall be considered a part of"
the grou:n4. See fable A following for miniJ:rmm. circu.mf'erence of poles
(chestnut) •
NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
SPECIFICATIONS FeE.
NORTHEB.N WHITE CEDAR POLES.
l:Iational Electric Light Association Speci. fications for
Nor~ern \Vhite Cedar Poles.
The lTIaterial desired under these specifications consists
of poles of the best quality of either seasoned or live green cedar
of the dimensions hereinaf'ter specified. Seasoned poles shall have
preference over green poles provided they have not been held for
seas:> ning long enough to have developed any of the. timber defects
hereinafter referred to. All poles Shall be reasonal~ straight,
well proportioned from butt to top, shall h.a~e both ends squared,
the bark peeled and all knots and limbs closely trimmed.
Dimensions.
The dimens ions of" the poles shall be in a.ccordance with the
following table, the rttopt1 measurement being t..1le circumference at the
top at the pole and the ttbutt" measurement. the circumference six (6)
fee t from the butt.
Minimum Dimens ions of Poles in Inches (Circumference)
Le:ngth. Q 1 a. s s e s
of poles A B C
Feet ..§.' from 6' from 6' from
Top Butt Top Butt ~op Butt
25
-
22 32 18.75 30
30 24 40 22 36 18.75 33
35 24 43 22 38 18.75 36
40 24 47 22 43 18.75 40
45 24 60 22 47 18.75 43
50 24 53 22 50 18.75 46
55 24 56 22 53 18.75 49
60 24 59 22 56
When the dimension at the butt is not given the poles shall be
reasoo.a.bly well proportioned throughout their entire length.
The dimension requirement of the six (6) foot. mark shall be rigi.d-
~ followed in all cases. Class A, B and 0 poles may have top circ'UJltferenoe
not more than one half (1/2) inch less than those shown in the preced-
Ing table. No pole shall be .over six (5) incJ:es longer or three (3)
inches shorter than the length for wlJich it is accepted; if- aT'J:f pole
be more than six inches longer than is required it shall be cut ba.ck.
Quality of Timber.
Dead Poles. The wood of' a dead pole is grayish in color.
The presence of' 0. black line o~ the presence of sap wood "as seen on
the buttrt also shows that a pole 1 s dead. No dead poles, and no poles
having dead. streaks covering more than one-quarter of' their sur:f'ace
shall be aocepted under these specifications. Poles having dead
streaks covering less than:. one quarter of their surface shall have a
circumferenoe greater than otherwise required. The increase in the
circu.m:t:erence shall be sufficient to afford a cross-seational area of
sound wood equivalent to 'that of sound poles of the same class.
!'ire Killed or Rinr Poles. No dark red or copper colored
poles, which w:ben scraped do not show good live tilnber shall be accept-
ed under these specifications.
Twisted. Checked or Cracked Poles. No poles having more than
one canplete twist for every twenty (20) feet in length, no cracked
poles containing large sea.son checks shall be accepted under these speci-
fications.
SlJaved Poles. No shaved poles shall be accepted under these
specifications.
Miscellaneous Defects. No poles oontaining sap rot, evidence of'
internal rot as disclosed. by a careful examination of' all black lmots.
hollOVl knots, woodpecker holes, or plugged holes; ani no poles show-
ing evidence of having been attac1~ed by ants, worms or grubs shall be
accepted under these specifications, except that poles containing worm
or gru.b marks below the six (6) foot ms.rk will be aocepted.
Crooked Poles, No poles having a short crook or bend, a.
crook or bend in two planes or a reverse curve snall be accepted under
these specifications. The a.mount of sweep, measured between the six
foot mark ani the top of the pole. t:bat may be present in pole s a.ccept-
able under these sy.eoifications, is smwn in tbe following table:
35 foot poles shall not have a sweep over 101- inches

























Defective Tops. Poles having tops of the required dimensi. OUS
must have sound taps. Poles baving tops one (1) inch or more a.bove the
requirements in circumference may have one (I) pipe rot not more that
one-half (1/2) inch in diameter. Poles with double tops or dcuble
hearts shall be free from rot wl:e re the two parts or hearts join.
Defective Butts. No poles containing ring rot (rot in the form
of a complete or partial r~) Shall be accepted under these specif1ca-
tions.
Poles having 'hollow hearts may be a.ccepted under the con-
di tions soo\m. in the following table:
Add to Pole Requirements
O:r 25 and Of 35. 40 am Of 50. 55.60,
Ave. Diameter 30 foot 45 foot and 65 foot
of Rot poles poles poles
2" Nothing Nothing Nothing
3" 1" It "
4" 2" .. tt
5" 3" 1"
"
6" 4" 2" 1"
7" Reject 4" 2"
S'" n 6" 3"
9" It Reject 41t
10· • .. 6ft
11" tt " 7"




Sca,tterad rot. unless it is near the outside of the pole
:may be esti.Im.ted as being the sane as heart rot of equal a.rea.
"Wind Shakes·'. Poles with cup shakes (checks in the form of rings)
which also have heart or star checks may be considered as equal to
poles baYing hollC1vV marts of the average dia.IOOter of the cap shakes.
.1nsJ:ection. All poles snaIl be Stlbject to inspection by the pur-
ohaserts representative, either in the woods where the trees are
felled, or at arJ:3 point of' shipment., or destination. Each pole thus
inspected shall be marked according to its length and class with a
marldng hammer, by the pUrchaser's representative. All poles failing
to meet specifications shall be rejected.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
SmCFICATIONS FOR
1,VESmp:r RED CEDAR PO~S
National Electric Light Association
Specification for
Western Red Cedar Poles.
The material desired under these specifications consists
of poles ani gi:ly stubs of' the best quality of' either seasoned or live
green cedar o:f the dimensions hereinafter specified. The poles cover-
ed by these specifications are of Western Red Cedar. Seasoned poles
shall have preference over green poles" provided they have not beEm
he 1d for seas oning long enough to have deve loped a:r::r:y of the timber
defects hereinafter referred to. All poles shall be reasonab:l¥ straighot,
well proportioned from butt to top, shall have both ends squared, sound
tops, the bark :Peeled, and all knots ani limbs closely trimmed.
The dimensinns of the poles sball be in accordance with the
following table, the "top" neasurement being the circumference at the
top of' the pole, am the "butt" neasureroent, the circumference six feet
from the butt. The dimensions given a.re the minimum allowable cirann-
ferences at the point specificed for measurement and not intended to
preclude the acceptance of poles of larger dimensions.
When the dimens inn at the butt is not given, the poles shall
be reasonably well proportioned throughout their entire length. No pole
shall be over six inches longer, or tbree inches shorter than the length.
of which it is accepted. If any pole is more than six inches longer tlB1.
is. required. it shall be cut back.
Minimum Dimensions of Pole s In Inches.
Length Class .A. Class B Class C Class D Class E Class F
of Minimrun Top Ci rcru..'7If"erenee
Poles 28.'t 25ft 22" 1St' 15M 12't
Circumference 6 feet from butt.
20' 30" 28ft 26ft 24ft No No
22' 32 30 27 25 Butt Butt
25' 34 31 28 26 Require- Re-
quire-
30' 37 34 30 28 ments ments
35' 40 36 32 30'
40' 43 38 34 32
45' 45 40 36 34
50' 47 42 38 36
55' 49 44 40 38
60' 52 46 41 39
65' 54 4S 43
Quality of Timber.
Dead Poles. No dead poles and no poles roving dead streaks covering
more than one quarter of their surface shall be accepted tmder the se
specifications. Poles having dead streaks covering less than one quar-
ter of their surface shall be accepted under t1:lese specifica.tions. Poles
having dead streaks covering less than one quarter of their so.rtace shall
have a circramference greater than otherwise required. The increase in
the circumf'erance shall be sufficient to a.fford a. cross-sectional area of
sound wood equivalent to that of sound poles of the same class.
Twisted, Checked or Cracked Poles.
Xo poles having more than one complete twist for every twenty
feet in length. no cracked poles and no poles containing large season
checks snaIl be accepted under these s:recifications.
Crooked Poles.
No poles naving a slDrt crook or bend, a crook or be~d in tv.'o
planes or a reverse crook 0 r bend shall be accepted under these sIB cifi-
cati ens. The amou.nt of sweep lOOasv.redbetween the six foot mark and the
top of the pole. shall not exceed one inch to every six feet in length.
"Cat Faces,"
No poles having neat faces" unless they are small and :rerfectly
sound and the poles have an increa.sed diameter a.t the tfeat faces", am no
poles having "cat faces" near the six foot mark or within ten feet of their
tops shall be accepted under these specifications.
Shaved Poles.
No shaved poles shall be accepted under these specifications.
Wind Shakes.
No poles shall have cup shake s (checks in the form of rings)
containing heart or star shalces. which enclose more than ten per cent of
the area of the butt.
Butt Rot.
No poles shall have butt rot covering in excess 0'£ ten per cent
Of the total area of the butt. The butt rot, if presen\, must be located
ell.ose to the centar in order tha t the pole may be accep ted.
Knots.
Large knots, if sound am trimmed close 8bal1 not be cCIlsid-
ared a.. defect. no poles shall con tain hollow or rotten knots.
Miscellaneous Defects.
No poles containing sap rot, woodpeckerA' holes or plugged
holes, aDd no poles showing evidence of having been eaten by ants,
worms or grubs, shall be accepted under these specifications.
Marking.
Every pole shall be scored With a cross at a point ten feet
from the butt.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CBEOSOTED yr~LLOW PINE POLES
These spaci. fications cover poles of southern yell.- pine
meeting the requirements sJ;eeified herein, divided into classes with
respect to dirnen.sions, am treated wi th preservative a.s hereinafter
described. Orders for poles under these specifications should state
the desired length am circumference class. If framing different f'rom
that :hereinafter specified is desired, the order should a.lso include
full details.
Poles shall be of sou them. yellow pine (long leaf', short leaf,
Cuban or loblolly). well proportioned from butt to top, sound, straight,
ani f'ree from defects, except as bereinaf'ter set forth.
QUALIfi OF TI'MWW
General
All poles shall be free from decay, rot, dote. red heart,
dead streaks, brashy wood. cra.cks, and bird holes. Poles shall be
free fran all other defects exceeding in amount the allowances here-
inafter specified. (See requirements below in reference to knots
and holes).
:imber
All poles shall be cut from Ii va timber. Poles may be cut
fran trees which llave been worked for turpentine. but no pa:rt of 1iJ'¥.J7
section of the tree which has been exposed in this operation shall
extend above a plana three (3) feet below the ground line as herein-
after set forth in tm tab Ie enti tIed ".M1nimam Dimensions ot Poles in
Inches - Circumterence.-
Insect Damage
The sooring or channe ling of the pole su.rface by insects
working under the bane shall. not be c19.ssed as insect damage. Holes
or tunneling entering the body of the poles ani. indicating attack by
ants. worns, grubs or other insects, shall be canst dared insect damage.
Insect damage is parmi tted to the following exten t: Pin-holes,. cir-
cular in outline. less than one sixteenth (1/16) inch in. diameter, not,
greater in ~ber than fifteen (15) per foo.r (4) sqtare inches shall
be rermi tted in unseasoned poles. Similar holes in seasoned poles
shall also be permitted in ca.se their depth does not exceed one (1)
inch.
Grain
No pole shall have more than one complete twist of grain in
a.tW twenty (20) feet of length.
Shakes aId Checks (Before Treatment)
The tOIls of' poles shall be free frOOl shakes. Shaltes in the
but t surface no t over one {l} foot in depth and extending over not
more than one-quarter (1/4) of the circumference are permi tted, provid-
ed they are a.t least one (1) inch distan t from the edge of' the butt.
Shams over one (1) foot in depth 0 r shakes extending over more thal one-
quarter (1/4) of the circumference shall be permitted only wb8n the1 faJ.I
inside a. circle whose center is the pith center of' the pie eel am vhCS8
diameter is one-half (1/2) the diameter of the butt. Checks starting
from. the pith center of the butt shall not extend to the edge of the
butt surface. The top and side surfaces of the pole shall be free from
large or injurious checks..
Scars
No pole shall have had a catface or other fODn of scar located
within two (2) feet of the ground line. The distance of the ground line
fran the butt shall be as hereinafter set for-th under the leading "Ta.ble
of' Dimension." Scars located in other sections of' the pole shall be
smoothly trimmed so as to remove all balit: aId all surrounding or over-
hanging wood not completely intergrown With the wood of the b~ of tm
pole. Such trimming shall not result in abrupt changes in the contour
of the pole surface or have a. depth of more thazl one (1) inch, e:x:cep t
that Where the diameter of the pole a.t the loca.tion of the scar is more
than ten (10) inches, the depth may be one-tenth (1/10) of the diameter.
The distance to the axis of- the pole flO m tr:inm:ed surfaces
located between two (2) feet below the ground line and the butt shall
not be less than the radius of the pole at a. point two (.2) feet above
the ground line.
Rna ts and Rolas.
Knots over one (1) inch in diameter, showing discoloration or
softness of fibre, indicating possible decay, shall be neatly gpuged m
a depth of' not more than one-fifth (1/5) of the diameter of tm pole at
the point wmre the knot 1s located ro pel'JIlit dete:rmination of tb:l
cmracter and extent of dec8¥. Sound wood amll not be unneoessari.:q
removed. The gouging sbluld be done in such a manner as to insure
drainage of water fran th.e hole when the pole is set. Where suab. gOl1g'-
1ng reveals the presence o:t tfheart ro til or "punk" rot, tlJe pole shall be
rejected. Knots under one (1) inch in diameter need not be gouged.
Knots shoWing hollow pith centers shall be reamed to a. diameter of three-
eights (3/8) inch am plugged With the creosoted wooden plugs shoWn in
the drawing appended to these specifications. All poles shall be
free from n.a.ils, spikes am other metal. Holes over one (1) inch
deep left by the witbirawal of na.ils or spikes, whi ch wi 11 not drain
water, shall be completely filled with the creosoted wooden plugs
shown in the drawing..
Butts and Tops
The tops of poles shall be free from pith holes. Pith holes
shall be permitted in the butts of poles. Butt slivering due to fell-
ing shall be permitted if the distance from the outside circumference
is not less than one-qtarter (1/4) of the butt diameter and the height
is not more than one (1) foot.
PREPARATION FOR TREAT1IENT
Outer bark shall be completely removed from the surface of
all polese No patch of inner bark left on the pole surfa.oe shall be
more than one quarter (1/4) inch wide or four (4} inches long. No tvl:l
patches of inner bark shall be separated from each other by less than
six (6) inches •
.Tr imp:d.ng am Sewiug.
All knots shall be trimmed close. Completely overgrown knots.
where the covering wood does not rise more than one (1) inch above the
main surface of the pole, need not be trilIlIOOd. All poles shall be nea.t-
17 sawed a.t the butt along a plane which shall not be out of square
wi th the ax.is of the pole by more than two (2) inches per foot o-E butt
diameter. Bevelling at the edge of the sawn batt surface not over one-
twelfth {l/12} of the diameter in width of an equivalent area, if un-
symmetrical~ located, Shall be permitted.
PramiIlJii
Before the poles are subjected to the creosoting process, they
shall be fraxned, unless otherwise ordered. in too following m!l.lmert and
as shown in the appended drawing.
The tops of' a.l1 poles shall be roffed at an. angle of' approxi-
o
mately 120. The number of gains for poles of' the various cla.sses rod































18 ft. 18 ft. ...
or over
16 ft. 16 ft.
or over
Each gain shall be of the dimensions srown in the drawing appended
hereto. The distance between gains ani the distance between the
uppermost gain and the ridge of the roof shall be as shown. in this
drawing. A tenty-one thirty-second (21/32) inch hole shall be bored
through the pole at the center of each gain. This hole snaIl be per-
pel'Xiicular to the face of the gain. ~ removal of wood between tm
upper edge of the top gain ani the roof is permitted, provided tbe
surface is at no po int belON the level of the face of the top gain.
Differences in level between gai..'rl.S on the same pole shall
be such that if straight edges thir~ (30) inches long are placed on.
the faces of tm f'inislad gains so as to extend fifteen (15) inches
on either side fran the center line of the pole ani are sighted in
the di reotion of the length of the pole, the straight edges in a:rJ:1 tVG
gains will not depart fran parallelism by more than one-sixteenth
(1/16) inan at their ends.
The gains on poles snowing sweep or curvature shall be
located on the concave side of the pole. In case the pole slDws sweep
01' curvature in mo re than one dirac ti ou, the concave s ide wi til the
greatest ourvature be gained.
DIMBIN'S10NS liND SHAPE
.Dimensions - Length
Poles. under fifty (50) feet in length shall not be over three
(3 ) inches shorter or six (6) inches longer than the ir nominal length.
Poles fl:tty (50) :teet or over in length shall not be over six (6)
inches shorter or twelve (12) inches longe~ than their nominal length.
Ci roumfe rence
"Poles shall be classified wi th res!')ect to the ir circumference
at six (6) feet from the butt and at their top in accordance \),71 th the:
table set forth below. Thi stable &J'ivos the minimum allowable circum-
terence at (6) feet above the bu tt and at the top f or poles of each
c lass and length 1i sted and shall no t preclude the a.cceptance of poles
having greater circumferences at these points of measurements than
those given in the table. The top dimensional requirement shall be
unders tood to a IJPly at a po i nt c arresponding to the minimum length
pennitted for tile pole.
(See next page for table)
llIlrn.IT.J'liI DIHlill.'iS IONS OF P0188 liT nICH8S - CnlCm~iEr:TCE.
Distance
Length of Ground Class A Class B Class C Class D Cla.ss E
of Line fro m 6 ft. 6 ft. 6 ft. 6 ft. 6 ft.
Poles Butt from frcrn from from from
(Feet) (Feet) Top Butt Top Butt Top Butt Top . Butt Top Butt
16 4 16 22 14 19
1S 4 18 25 16 23 14 20
20 4 22 2* 20 27 18 26 16 24 14 21
22 ~ 22 30ft 20 28. 18 27 16 25 14 22
25 5 22 3~ 20 29t 18 2~ 16 26 14 23
30 5-~ 22 35 20 32 18 ~ 16 2* 14 uS
35 6 22 38 20 M IS 3~ 16 30 14 26
40 6 22 40 20 36 18 34i 16 32 14 2'1t
45 6-it 24- 42-~ 22 38 20 36 IS sst
50 7 24 4~ 22 40 20 38 18 35
55 ?-~~ 24 47 22 42'}a 20 40
60 8 24 49 22 4~ 20 42
65 ~ 24 51 22 47
70 9 24 53 22 49
75 9t 24 55 22 51
80 10 24 51
85 1~ 24 59
90 11 24 61
Poles sb.all be free from short crooks.
Pole s may have sweep in two planes or sweep in t\-..o directions
in one plane provided that a straight line c0IDl8cting the center of the
butt with the center of the top does not at any intermediate point pass
throngh the external surface of the pole. \l~hen sweep is in one plane and
,
ona direction only, the amount between the top and the butt shall not be
greater than that specified for the length of the pole in the following
table.
:Maximum Maximum
Length of: Sweep Length of' Sweep
~ole (Fee~) (Inches) Pole (Feet) (Inches)
16 & 18 3 1/2 40 8
20 4 45 9
22 4 1/2 50 10
25 5 55 11
30 6 60 12
















All poles before being treated shall satisfy all reCiuire-
ments set forth above a.pplying to poles "in the White".
Unless other;vise ordered, poles shall be impregnated with
not less than twelve (12) pounds of dead oil of coal tar per cubic foot
of wood or its equivalent. in accordance with the requirements of the
specifications for creosoting timber hereinafter referred to.
IIA.~IDlIIIG All) STORAGE
Handling
The lJrevention of decay is dependent upon the continui1\i
of the external treated layer of' wood. Care shall be taken in handl-
ing pole s to preserve the continui ty of the treated laJer. Pole tangs.. ,
ca.nt-hooks and other po inted tools capable of proo.ucing indenta.tions
of more than one (1) inch in depth shall not be used on poles treated
under these specifications•.Pole tongs shall be so handled as to pre-
clude their tearing away from any pole. Treated poles shall not be
dragged a long the ground.
Storage
Ylhen poles treated under these specifications have for any
reason to be held in storage they shall be stacked in close piles
(either parallel or crosswise) on treated or other non-dec8\Ving sldds.
The skids shall be of such dimens ions aId so arranged as to support
the poles without :producing noticeable distoration of anY' o£ tnem.
~ sldds shall be so placed that no part of m..y pole shall be in
permanent water, or in contact with the underlying soil.
Shi~nt of' Poles
It is desired that poles be shipped on flat cars. Gondola
-cars 0 r other cars havi ng fixed sides shall not be used fo r shipment.
except when flat cars are not available for shipping within the time
limit in an: order. \Vhen a shipping time limit is not give;n in an orde~,
-shipment. in other than flat ca.rs shall only be mde when permission to do
so has been obta inad from the pa.rcnaser of the poles.
Poles shall be secured in posi tion when loaded by stakes
at adequ.ata strength placed in the sookats on the side of the fJat
car ani by wiring from the stakes on one side of the car to staltes on
the other side, in accordance wi th. the rules and specifications of' the
Railroad Association of" the district in vm.i.ch tl1e shipment originates
or in the absence of suCh rules and specifications, in accordance witil
the rules arld specifications of the railroad initially receiving the
shipment.
SUBS IDI~-qy SPECIF'I CAT IOHS .t}.11) DRAT\7INGS
The :follov'ling specifications, drawings and appendix form
a part of these spec i:ficati ons:
Specifications :for Creosoting Timber.
Drawing no. 46-11-30, "Framing of Creosoted
Yellow Pine Poles."
Drawing No. 46-1.-78. "Creaso ted Wooden Plug."
Appendix A "De:f inition. It
DEFINIT IO~rS
To words am terms used in
Pole Specifications.
DID' n~IT IONS.
The :following terms are defined for the purpose of these
specifications am. the defini tion given for each term shall apply
wherever the term is used.
Live Timber ani Dead Streaks.
Live timber is that cut fran trees '\Yhich were standing
and living a.t the time of cutting. Dead streaks start from the butt
and. are portions of the sap wood in wbich the life processes bad end-
ed prior to the cutting of the tree, differing therein from wmnds,
such as catfaces, scars and tuJ.'j?entine outtings ym.ere the growth of"
new wood and the accu.mu.lation of resin smw that life processes are
still acting to repair the injured part.
Shakes
Sha.kB s are splits or openings which cause a separation of
the wood between annual rings.
CheckS
Checks are splits or openings which cause a. separation of
the wood in a radial direction.
Cracks.
Cra.cks are breaks or fractu.res in the grain of the wood.
Catfaces or Scars
Catfaces or scars are surface depressions in the body of
the pole. general:q elliptical in shape, resul ting f'rcm tree wounds,
where healing has not reestablished the normal cross-section of the
pole.
Sweep
Sweep is the devia ti on of a pole from straightness. Sweep
shall be measured as inu.icated in Diagram No.1 of the appended drawing.
J111Qrt Crooks
Sllort crooks are localized deviations fran straightness
which within any section of" five (5) feet or less in Imgth reach an
alIOunt of more than five (5) inches.· See Diagram No.2 of the appended
drawing.
MO t Diane ter
The diameter of a knot is its diameter measured at the sur-
face of the pol a in a. direction at right angles to the lengthwise axis
of the pole •
.Ground Section
The grou.nd section of the pole is tbat part lying between
its butt and the plane perpendicular to its longitudinal axis at a point
two (2) feet above the ground line.
Above-Ground Section
The abova-ground secti on of a pole is the part lying between.
its top and. the upper end of the ground section.
Brashv' W'ood
'Iood fibre is brasby' \vmn it bas become brittle and lifeless
through weathering or decay or is deficient in densiv thlOugh peculiar-
ity of tree growth.
Water Drainage
Hole, hollows am no tches required to drain water shall be
so Shaped that they will not retain wa.ter when the pole is set.
Di stance from Butt
\inlere distance from butt is specified, the measurements shall
be r.'1ade frcm the' averag-e level of the sawn butt surface.
Distance from Top
Where distance from top is specified, the measurements shall
be made from a plam whose distance from the butt is equal to the nominal
length of the pole.
SaDwood
~e wood of a tree next to the bark. It is in this portion
of a tree that the sap travels. This po rtion of a tree consi sts of wood
softer than the interior ani less durable.
Red Heart
A disease whioh attacks the heart of a. tree causing the wood
to take on a. red color Which ultimately leads into rot.
"In the VIlli ten
Timber before being treated wi til a preservative.
Resul ts of st~ wbich would tam to 8m... the
lives of butt treated poles by various processes as
compared to untreated poles.
.Among the Ii tarature on the subject of the preservation
of wood which would show the Ii fe in years of untrea ted poles as
comgared wi th poles treated by various mathods is a :P9-per by Kohlman.
in Archive. fur Post und Telegraphie: M. 5, Berlin, 1890, under the
ti tle, "The Different Processes of Protecting Wood Against Decay Wi th
Special lleferellce to the Conditions \iJhich are Involved in the Treat-
ment of Telegraph Polesn •
This paper gives a rather detal led description of tre various
methods of treatment practiced at the tins the paper was wri tten. T1:e
paper also states that f:ir (Kieferne) poles of the usual dimensions have
Iives appro:xinately as follows:
Untreated poles 4 to 5 years
Poles treated with copper sulphate 10 to14 It
" tf " zinc chloride 8 to 12 ft
It It "dead 011 of coal tar 15 to 20 "
It It "colTosive subl1mte 9 to 10 »
However in the a.bove pa.per the necessary figures to su.bstan-
tiate the above decisions are lacking and I will not try to use the
above figures in a f.inal conclusion of the problem but merely mentioned
them. as a matter worthy of notice.
Probably the roost valuable information avaiJa.ble on the
subjec1.t of pole treatments which would tend to show the Iives of
poles treated by various methods is the ''lleport of GermaJl Govern-
ment - 2elegraph. Department on The B.elative Life and Value of" Vlooden
Poles lt by Geh. Ober - Postrat Christiani in .Archive fur Post und
TelegraIihie: ]i!. 16 Berlin, August 1905.
The study in t...1J.e above paper deals With years between
Jan. 1852 and Dec. 1903. Thus a long study of' 52 years is available
during which tiJre 4,659,816 telegraph poles were under observation.
Such a long period of observation and such an unusual large number of
observations wou.ld seem to varify the results of' the study. (See
Table I).
Gab. Ober. Postrot Christian! in his paper of the above re-
ference states that rtThe restriction to a s Ingle line or to a shorter
period of observation would afford no guarantee for the reliability of
the average figures. For, on the one hand, the life of poles depends,
for the same kind of treatment, to a large degree on the dimensions as
well as on the sre cies,. on the age and on the condi ti ons of growth of:
the tree fran whi ch poles are obtained. on tbe other hand, on the char-
acter of the so 11 in whi ch they are set and on the climatic influences
to wbich they are e:;q>osed. This diversity of condi tions could not but.
make itself' felt in a small series of observations; it however is com-
pensated if' we can give the inquiry as bnad a scope as was at our com-
mand for the calculations in qtSstion."
TABLE I
Total Nuniber of Poles Under Observation..
Poles Number of Poles which have been Total :If of
Stam.- removed between 1852 - 1903 poles
1ng in lmder
the line Observation
at the On acccnnt From All
end of of Other
1903 DecV' Causea together
Copper Sulphate 2,560,412 663,069 536,955 1,200,024 3,760,436
Zinc Chloride 11,689 172,622 33,3Sa 206,210 211.899
Dead Oil Coal Tar 86,818 83,630 92,049 175,679 262,497
Corres iva SUb-
limate 156,S18 113,577 23,516 137,093 193,911
Other treatments 2,108 2,108
Untreated 30,895 76,813 15.257 92,070 122,966















































































































































































































Tabulati on of the poles removed from the lines between 1852 and
































































































































































































































































































CHANGE m THE NUMBER OF mTIEGR.liPH POLES FROM 1852 TO 1903
At the Poles were standing in the 1ines
close of Treated with
official Copper Zinc Dead Oil of Corrosive




1857 6,723 2 942
1858 562 8,18S 2 105 952
1859 3,241 12,318 93 105 952
1860 12,136 18,783 566 105 960
1861 25,048 28,323 2,501 379 1,041
1862 45,246 44,983 .3,270 2,072 1.4m
1863 65,619 3J..973 7,661 2,353 1,462
1864 76,926 50,233 13,258 2,636 2,263
1865 81,102 57,810 20,864 2,893 2.691
1866 80,811 64:,006 29,028 2.893 3.574
1867 79,378 71,654 41.117 3,008 6,877
1868 77,305 '15,447 70,224 3,426 9,943
1869 75,820 . 78,847 86,201- 4,390 13,165
1870 72,828 81,125 91,104 5,864 15,510
1871 70,545 82.574 116,427 10,924 19.~21
1872 69,940 85,089 135,630 12,884 23,535
1873 75,878 92,663 155,073 15,4ll 28,393
1874- 96,767 107,0'14 159,368 18,803 28.638
1875 137,149 100,411 160,678 26,437 30,930
1876 188,615 68,668 160,016 31,283 29,811
1877 258,221 90.828 163..857 41,995 29,044
1878 350,202 77,619 156,044 67,474
1879 429,834 68,357 148,323 77,571 Data
1880 482,878 66.941 138,683 81,111 Missing
1881 522,572 49.519 134,"192 81,849
1882 566,906 42,551 129,897 80,321laas 605,504 37,318 128,682 81,616 21,404
IBM 613,60t1r 32,317 124,,603 85,272 19,277
1885 739,160 27,342 123,976 88,04'1 10.049
1886 803,4~ 23.,671 119,093 91,39:3 12,730
1881 888,636 19,560 113,419 94..718 9,957
1888 943,348 17,121 110,678 91,131 7,779
1889 1,018,529 16,723 107,741 95,751 6.259
1890 1,105,656 15,642 103,999 92,278 5,436
1891 1,134,151 14,429 100,326 88,407 4,698
1892 1,268,842 16,791 95,684 83.845 4.156
1893 1,331,683 16,643 92,099 78,580 16,421
1894 1,439,379 17,296 89,332 74,330 21,962
1895 1,515,234 17,599 85,577 66,95'1 31,161
1896 1..585,001 17.851 83.640 69,298 42,652
189'1 1,670,985 16,969 82,209 52,96'1 51,300
1898 1,784,312 16,579 81,3()"6 41.392 55,257
1899 1,917,166 15,816, 84,505 56,652 60,914
1900 2,111,952 15.089 90,358 74,770 57,332
1901 2,278,021 13,965 88.963 91,035 4a. ,016
1902 2.428,930 13,469 88,254 125,196 39,830
1903 2,560,412 11,689 86,618 156,818 30,895
TABLEIV.
Tabulation o~ the poles rEmoved trCJJJ the lines between 188, and 1903 on aooOl1nt ot deoay, and the iJ' length ~ li~e.
Pol e t rea ted wit h
Copper SUlphate Zinc Chloride Dead Oil Of' Ooal Tar Oorrosive Sublimate Untreated Poles
Aver- Aver- Aver- Aver- Aver...
age Total age Total age Total age Total age Total
No. Lite Life No. Lite Lite No. Life Life No. Life Life No. Lite Lite
rElnov", Per Pole rEmOV- Per Pole relDOY- Per Pole remov- Per Pole ramov... Pel' Pole
Year ed Pole Years ed Pole Year. ed Pole Years ad Pole Years ed Pole Years
1883 8420 9.4 79,148 5168 14.0 7it.,362 2774- 14.9 41,433 2~86 9.5 ~l,717 465e e.o 37,264-
1684 11117 9.1 101,165 4'199 14.6 70,076 3230 15.1 78,773 2914 9.3 ~7,100 6065 e.9 45,078
1665 1325it. 9.4 1~,569 4419 14.6 64,517 3358 14." 48,356 4107 9.1 37~373 45~6 9.it. 41,657
1666 14306 9.0 128,754 36 1 15.3 53,871 3172 16.3 51,703 451c. 9.7 43,766 3448 9.7 33,446
1687 183~9 9.0 164,961 3657 15.6 51,049 3396 16.7 56,687 5001 10.0 50,010 ~70 9.2 24,564
1868 20373 9.3 189,469 ~916 14.4 41.990 3281 17.2 56,533 5l~ 10.2 52,~24 2169 9.5 20,605
1889 2.1696 9.3 260,376 2790 16.6 46,3l& 2860 17.6 50,536 5424 11. 61,833 1557 11.0 17,127
1890 23294- 9.9 ~O,611 2003 16.2 33,;a59 2631 18.~ 47,884 4871 1~0 58,452 1010 11.3 11,413
1891 24531 10.2 250,216 1754 16.8 ~9,467 3322 18.8 62,453 5549 12.3 68,252 766 11.'r 6,962
1692 25562- 10.7 273,5lZo 1513 17.4 26,326 2801 16.9 5~,938 MiaS 12.e 71,000 806 e.9 7,191
1893 25161 10.e 271.738 12J.6 16.0 ~1,866 2754 16.9 5~,050 5538 12.9 71,437 460 6.6 3,956
1694 24006 10.4 353,66~ 1495 17.0 24,415 26~ 19.3 50,353 5772 13.7 79,076 561 9.5 5,519
1695 34756 10.7 371,869 1128 17. 19,852 2220 19.4 43,068 7026 14.0 96,364 332 9.9 3,267
1896 39221 11.1 435,353 1099 16.3 17,914 2340 16.9 44,~6 7718 14.6 112,682 1172 6.7 10,196
1697 34970 11.4 369,566 1213 16.3 19,772 1828 19.3 35,280 6C118 14.8 89,954 1667 6..9 14:~,662
1896 355;A 1~.O 4~,a38 138 16.5 ~~,800 1570 19.3 30,301 51!l7 15.4 81,265 336'1 7.8 ~.~3
1899 26169 1it..0 336,028 1095 16.0 19,710 1303 18." 23,975 3946 15.9 6it.,741 3603 4.9
17,654
1900 34433 12.0 413,196 16M 16.6 ~7,456 1526 16.6 28,365 4245 15.9 67,495 6177
5.5 33,973
1901 40488 12.7 514,198 1723 17.4- 29,980 1776 16.1 32,146 3846 16.5 63,460
6091 6.1 49,355
190 47045 13.4- 630,403 1768 17.9 32,006 ~071 19.5 40,364 409 it. 16.7 68,336
901~ 6tiJ 59,479
1903 60806 13.9 706,231 2139 15.~ 3it.,513 ~ao1 19.8 55,459 3544 16.6 59,539
9764 6.7 65,416
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As a oonclusion to the problem it has been detennined
that the ·lives of' butt treated poles by the various prooesses are
as follows:
l} Copper sulphate treatIrant 11.7 ye:ars
2) Zinc chloride treatm;:)nt 11.9 years
3) Dead oil of coal tar 20.6 ye;ars
4) Corrosive sublimate 13.7 yoo.rs
5) Untrea.ted poles 7.? ;years
I]he figures are self convincing as to the advisability
of using; creaso te trea.ted poles. In the early part Of this report
I bave given the standard requirements of various kinis of pole such
as red oedar, white cedar etc. in order that ihe report should. cover
a wider field as of course utili ty companies doing business in various
parts c£ the count:ry will find it economical to use the kind of wood
vlhich oan be best obtained due to the geogr~phical location.
I have given no comparative figures which wmld show the
lives of pressure treated yellow pine pole s. No actual figures can.
be srown on this type of treatmi;)nt as its origin has been of' late
years and no dec~ has occurred on poles of such treatments. I will
hOllever add tl1at all an thori ties on the utility business agree that
pres sure treatea. yellow pine poles should under ordina17 condi ti ons
last from fO:rM;y to fifty years.
At a location in St. Louis Oounty a utilit,y company had
ocoasi on to remove a line of pressure trea.ted yellow pine poles which
had been in service approximately twenty years. ~lese poles were
in excellent condition and slmuld easily last ~~enty-five to thirty
~rears addi tional.
I might add that practically all utilIty CCl11l:nnies WID
operate on a scientific basis are at present using ei ther some kind
of butt treated poles or eight or ~lelve POUTid retention creosoted
yellow pine poles. ~11e cause of using such poles is purely an ecan-
ami c.al reas an 011 the l'art of the companies us ing same. Thi s saving
of tinber is of CO--.lrse in line with the ideas advaroed by the United
States Bureau of Forestr,y in order to curtail the destruction of' our
gradu.al diminishing supply of timber.
